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Global and local graph modifiers
Abstract
We define two modal logics that allow to reason about modifications of graphs. Both have a universal
modal operator. The first one only involves global modifications (of some state label, or of some edge label)
everywhere in the graph. The second one also allows for modifications that are local to states. The global
version generalizes logics of public announcements and public assignments, as well as a logic of preference
modification introduced by van Benthem et Liu. By means of reduction axioms we show that it is just
as expressive as the underlying logic without global modifiers. We then show that adding local modifiers
dramatically increases the power of the logic: the logic of global and local modifiers is undecidable. We
finally study its relation with hybrid logic with binder.
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Introduction: modal logic as a language to talk about
graphs

Consider a rooted graph, whose nodes are labelled by subsets of a countable set of
labels PROP , and whose edges are labelled by subsets of a countable set of labels
REL. Such a graph can be represented as a 4-tuple M = hW, w, R, V i where
•

W is a set of states (nodes);

•

w ∈ W is a particular state (‘the actual state’);

•

R : REL −→ 2W ×W associates to every edge label a a binary relation on W (‘the
interpretation of a’);

•

V : PROP −→ 2W associates to every state label p a subset of W (‘the interpretation of p’).

The language of modal logic is a tool to talk about such labelled graphs. The
formulas ϕ and the modalities α are defined by the BNFs
ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | [α]ϕ
α ::= a | α; α | ϕ?
where p ranges over PROP and a over REL.
Given a rooted graph (alias a model) M = hW, w, R, V i, we say that p ∈ PROP
holds in M (noted M |= p) if and only if w ∈ V (p); and a disjunction ϕ ∨ ψ holds
in M (M |= ϕ ∨ ψ) iff ϕ holds in M (M |= ϕ) or ψ holds in M (M |= ψ). The
other boolean operators can be defined likewise. For the modal operators we have
the standard definition of truth of a formula in a model:
M |= [a]ϕ iff hW, w0 , R, V i |= ϕ, for every w0 such that hw, w0 i ∈ R(a)
Given M = hW, w, R, V i, we say that the set ||ϕ||M = {w0 | hW, w0 , R, V i |= ϕ} is
the interpretation of the formula ϕ.
As has been pointed out by many authors, modal languages are quite poor
as compared to that of predicate logic: we cannot directly talk about states in
the language, and we can only quantify in a restricted way. The benefit of that
restriction is that modal logics are ‘so robustly decidable’ [13]. The aim of this
paper is to study how the basic modal language can be extended in order to talk
not only about graphs, but also modifications of graphs. To that aim we shall
introduce new modalities into the above basic language, whose semantics will be in
terms of graph modifications.
Generally speaking, one can think of the following graph modifications: add or
delete a state, add or delete a state label of some state, or add or delete an edge label
between some states. In the sequel we shall consider all these operations, where the
label modifications will come in a global and in a local version. The modification
of state labels can be done by adding particular action expressions to the language,
viz. assignments of the form p := ϕ. Such an assignment stipulates that the interpretation of p is modified such that it now matches the last interpretation of ϕ: the
assignment p := ϕ transforms M = hW, w, R, V i into M 0 = hW, w, R, V 0 i, where
2
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V 0 (q) = V (q) for q 6= p, and V 0 (p) = ||ϕ||M . This has been studied in PDL and more
recently by van Ditmarsch et al. [12]. The modification of edge labels can be said
to be the topic of the family of dynamic epistemic logics [10]. In the simplest case,
public announcements are added to the language. For example in Kooi’s logic [4],
an announcement ϕ!K eliminates all those edges leading to states that are not in
the interpretation of ϕ: ϕ!K transforms M = hW, w, R, V i into M 0 = hW, w, R0 , V i,
where R0 (a) = R(a) ∩ (W × ||ϕ||M ) for every label a ∈ REL. In public announcement logic PAL it is not only the edges leading to ¬ϕ-states that are eliminated,
but also the ¬ϕ-states themselves [6]. If there is no universal modality then the
announcement of ϕ à la Plaza (noted [ϕ!]) can be considered to be an abbreviation
of the sequence ϕ?; ϕ!K . Theorem 2.1 at the end of Section 2.2 shows how public
announcements à la Plaza can be expressed in the presence of the universal modal
operator.
We here go beyond all these approaches:
•

We generalize assignments to state label modifications p+ϕ and p−ϕ stipulating
that the interpretation of p is augmented (resp. diminished) by that of ϕ. If p
does not occur in ϕ then the above p := ϕ corresponds to the sequence p−>; p+ϕ.
More generally, p := ϕ can be simulated by the sequence q−>; q+ϕ; p−>; p+q,
for some q not appearing in ϕ (which is used to store the value of ϕ). 6

•

We generalize announcements to edge label modifications a+(ϕ, ψ) and a−(ϕ, ψ)
stipulating that the interpretation of a is augmented (resp. diminished) by all
edges leading from ϕ-states to ψ-states. If REL is a finite set {a1 , . . . an } then the
above announcement à la Kooi ϕ!K corresponds to the elimination of all edges
leading to ¬ϕ-states, i.e. to the sequence a1 −(>, ¬ϕ); . . . ; an −(>, ¬ϕ). 7 In the
context of preference relations as studied by van Benthem and Liu [11], this allows
to express modification of preferences such as “prefer ϕ-worlds over ψ-worlds”,
implemented by a−(ψ, ϕ) followed by a+(ϕ, ψ) (where a is the preference relation).

•

We moreover consider addition of a state, augmenting the set of states W by
a new state (without state labels and without edge labels). We consider two
→
options, nw and nw: the modifier nw leaves the root state unchanged, while after
→
nw the actual state is the new state. No edge will leave the new state, nor arrive
at it.

Note that we do not consider suppression of states. A natural operation would be
to eliminate all those states characterized by some label. Theorem 2.1 of Section
2.2 shows that such an operation can be simulated by the others.
Finally, we need the universal modality [U], whose truth condition is:
M |= [U]ϕ iff hW, w0 , R, V i |= ϕ, for every w0 ∈ W.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce global graph modifiers, and give a proof procedure in terms of reduction axioms. In Section 3 we
add local modifiers to the picture: we show that its fragment without state creators
6

The converse also holds: p+ϕ can be simulated by p := p ∨ ϕ, and p−ϕ can be simulated by p := p ∧ ¬ϕ.
The other way round, it seems that our label modifications can only be expressed in terms of announcements at the price of more complex devices such as local modifiers (as introduced Section 3).
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and edge modifiers is as expressive as hybrid logic with binder, i.e. as expressive as
first-order logic. 8 Section 4 is about the link with hybrid logic with binder. Section
5 contains related work.

2

Global graph modifiers

We now define the logic of global graph modifiers GML. We define the language
LGML by defining formulas ϕ and modalities α:
ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | [α]ϕ
→

α ::= a | α; α | ϕ? | U | nw | nw | p−ϕ | p+ϕ | a−(ϕ, ψ) | a+(ϕ, ψ)
where p ranges over PROP and a over REL. As usual hαiϕ abbreviates ¬[α]¬ϕ.
→
We call the operators nw, nw, p+ϕ, p−ϕ, a+(ϕ, ψ), and a−(ϕ, ψ) graph modifiers.
2.1

Semantics

Models are as before of the form M = hW, w, R, V i. The boolean connectives are
interpreted as usual. For the modal connective we stipulate:
α

M |= [α]ϕ iff M 0 |= ϕ, for every M 0 such that M −→ M 0
α

where the transition relation M −→ M 0 is recursively defined as follows (where we
have highlighted the relevant parts of each case by underlining them):
a

•

hW, w, R, V i −→ hW 0 , w0 , R0 , V 0 i

iff W 0 = W , hw, w0 i ∈ R(a), R0 = R, V 0 = V ;

•

1 2
hW, w, R, V i −→
hW 0 , w0 , R0 , V 0 i iff
α1
α2
there is M 00 such that hW, w, R, V i −→
M 00 and M 00 −→
hW 0 , w0 , R0 , V 0 i;

•

hW, w, R, V i −→ hW 0 , w0 , R0 , V 0 i

•

hW, w, R, V i −→ hW 0 , w0 , R0 , V 0 i

•

hW, w, R, V i −→ hW 0 , w0 , R0 , V 0 i

•

hW, w, R, V i −→ hW 0 , w0 , R0 , V 0 i

•

hW, w, R, V i −→ hW 0 , w0 , R0 , V 0 i iff
W 0 = W , w0 = w, R0 = R, V 0 (q) = V (q) for q 6= p, and V 0 (p) = V (p) \ ||ϕ||M ;

•

hW, w, R, V i −→ hW 0 , w0 , R0 , V 0 i iff
W 0 = W , w0 = w, R0 = R, V 0 (q) = V (q) for q 6= p, and V 0 (p) = V (p) ∪ ||ϕ||M ;

•

hW, w, R, V i

•

hW, w, R, V i

α ;α

ϕ?

iff W 0 = W , w0 = w, R0 = R, V 0 = V , and M |= ϕ;

U

iff W 0 = W , w0 ∈ W , R0 = R, V 0 = V ;

nw

iff W 0 = W ∪ {wnew }, wnew 6∈ W , w0 = w, R0 = R, V 0 = V ;

→

nw

iff W 0 = W ∪ {wnew }, wnew 6∈ W , w0 = wnew , R0 = R, V 0 = V ;

p−ϕ

p+ϕ

a−(ϕ,ψ)

−→ hW 0 , w0 , R0 , V 0 i iff
W 0 = W , w0 = w, R0 (b) = R(b) for b 6= a, R0 (a) = R(a) \ (||ϕ||M × ||ψ||M ), and V 0 = V ;

a+(ϕ,ψ)

−→ hW 0 , w0 , R0 , V 0 i iff
W 0 = W , w0 = w, R0 (b) = R(b) for b 6= a, R0 (a) = R(a) ∪ (||ϕ||M × ||ψ||M ), and V 0 = V .

8
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Validity and satisfiability in a class of models are defined as usual. An example
of a validity is [U]χ ↔ [a+(>, >)][a]χ for any a ∈ REL such that a does not occur
in χ. 9 Other examples of validities are: [p + p]ψ ↔ ψ; [p − p]ψ ↔ [p − >]ψ;
[p+¬p]ψ ↔ [p+>]ψ; [p−¬p]ψ ↔ ψ. Note that [p−ϕ] is not equivalent to [p+¬ϕ],
and that [p+ϕ] is not equivalent to [p−¬ϕ].
2.2

Global modifier logic contains PAL

As announced in Section 1, Plaza’s public announcement of ϕ cannot be expressed
any longer in terms of Kooi’s ϕ?; ϕ!K when the universal modality is in the language.
To witness [p!][U]p is valid, while [p?; p!K ][U]p is not. (Related to the latter is that
hUi¬p → [p?; p!K ]hUi¬p is valid.)
Consider an extension of Plaza’s public announcement logic PAL with the universal modality, that we call PALU. Its language is defined by the following BNF:
ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | [a]ϕ | [U]ϕ | [ψ!]ϕ
This language is interpreted over the same models as before, where announcements
have the transition relation
•

ψ!

hW, w, R, V i −→ hW 0 , w0 , R0 , V 0 i iff
w ∈ ||ψ||M , W 0 = W ∩ ||ψ||M , w0 = w, R0 (a) = R(a) ∩ (||ψ||M × ||ψ||M ), and V 0 (p) = V (p) ∩ ||ψ||M .

Observe that when ψ does not hold in M then the set of accessible models is empty.
We give a polynomial translation from PALU into GML. Let S be any subset
of PROP .
τS (p)

=p

τS (¬ϕ)

= ¬τS (ϕ)

τS (ϕ ∨ ψ) = τS (ϕ) ∨ τS (ψ)
V
τS ([a]ϕ) = [a](( S) → τS (ϕ))
V
τS ([U]ϕ) = [U](( S) → τS (ϕ))
τS ([ψ!]ϕ) = τS (ψ) → [p−>][p+ψ](p → τS∪{p} (ϕ)) where p does not occur in ϕ or ψ
Let M |S be the restriction of M to S defined as in PAL: M |S
hW |S , w, R|S , V |S i, where
W |S

=

= {w ∈ W : M, w |= p for every p ∈ S}

R|S (a) = R(a) ∩ (W |S × W |S )
V |S (p) = V (p) ∩ W |S
Note that hW |S , w0 , R|S , V |S i |= p for every w0 ∈ W |S and p ∈ S.
Lemma 2.1 M |S |= ϕ iff M |= τS (ϕ), for every finite set of labels S ⊆ PROP .
9

If a occurs in χ then the equivalence is not valid: for example, [U][a]p is not equivalent to [a+(>, >)][a][a]p.
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Proof. The proof is by induction on the form of ϕ. For the case of [a]:
M |S |= [a]ϕ
iff hW |S , w0 , R|S , V |S i |= ϕ for every w0 such that hw, w0 i ∈ R|S (a);
iff hW |S , w0 , R|S , V |S i |= ϕ for every w0 such that hw, w0 i
hW |S , w0 , R|S , V |S i |= p for every p ∈ S;

∈

R(a) and

iff (by induction hypothesis) hW |S , w0 , R|S , V |S i |= τS (ϕ) for every w0 such that
V
hw, w0 i ∈ R(a) and hW |S , w0 , R|S , V |S i |= S;
V
iff M |= [a](( S) → τS (ϕ)).
For the case of [ψ!], from the left to the right: suppose M |S |= [ψ!]ϕ, i.e. M 00 |= ϕ
ψ!

for every M 00 such that M |S −→ M 00 . Let p be some fresh label, and let M 0 be just as
ψ!

M |S , except that V 0 (p) = ||ψ||M |S . Observe that for every M 000 such that M 0 −→ M 000
we have M 000 = M 0 |S∪{p} . Therefore M 0 |S |= ψ implies M 0 |S∪{p} |= ϕ. By induction
hypothesis M 0 |= τS (ψ) implies M 0 |= τS∪{p} (ϕ), i.e. M 0 |= τS (ψ) → τS∪{p} (ϕ).
p−>;p+ψ

Observe that M −→ M 0 . Therefore M |= τS (ψ) → [p−>; p+ψ](τS∪{p} (ϕ)). We
leave the right-to-left direction to the reader.
2
It follows that PAL is an extension of global modifier logic GML.
Theorem 2.2 Let ϕ be a formula of PALU, and let M be any model. M |= ϕ iff
M |= τ∅ (ϕ).
In the next section we shall introduce a proof procedure GML that uses reduction
axioms.

2.3

Decidability of GML via reduction axioms

In this section we show that the new modalities that we have introduced in order
to speak about modifications of graphs have reduction axioms in the style of PAL
that allows to eliminate them.
First, if α is a graph modifier then the following equivalences are valid.

[α]¬χ ↔ ¬[α]χ
[α](χ ∨ χ0 ) ↔ [α]χ ∨ [α]χ0

α

This is the case because the transition relation M −→ M 0 associated to graph
modifiers is a function.
The next series of valid equivalences guarantees that each of our graph modifiers
6
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can be moved across the abstract a operators.
[nw][a]χ ↔ [a][nw]χ
→

[nw][U]χ ↔ [nw]χ ∧ [U][nw]χ
→

[nw][a]χ ↔ >
→

→

[nw][U]χ ↔ [nw]χ ∧ [U][nw]χ
[p−ϕ][a]χ ↔ [a][p−ϕ]χ
[p−ϕ][U]χ ↔ [U][p−ϕ]χ
[p+ϕ][a]χ ↔ [a][p+ϕ]χ
[p+ϕ][U]χ ↔ [U][p+ϕ]χ
[b−(ϕ, ψ)][a]χ ↔ [a][b−(ϕ, ψ)]χ

if b 6= a

↔ (¬ϕ ∧ [a][a−(ϕ, ψ)]χ) ∨ (ϕ ∧ [a](¬ψ → [a−(ϕ, ψ)]χ) else
[b−(ϕ, ψ)][U]χ ↔ [U][b−(ϕ, ψ)]χ
[b+(ϕ, ψ)][a]χ ↔ [a][b+(ϕ, ψ)]χ

if b 6= a

↔ [a][a+(ϕ, ψ)]χ ∧ (ϕ → [U](ψ → [a+(ϕ, ψ)]χ)

else

[b+(ϕ, ψ)][U]χ ↔ [U][b+(ϕ, ψ)]χ
Finally, once we have moved all graph modifiers ‘inwards’, they can be eliminated
by the following equivalences.
[nw]p ↔ p
→

[nw]p ↔ ⊥
[p−ϕ]q ↔ q

if q 6= p

↔ p ∧ ¬ϕ else
[p+ϕ]q ↔ q
↔ p∨ϕ

if q 6= p
else

[a−(ϕ, ψ)]p ↔ p
[a+(ϕ, ψ)]p ↔ p
Putting all this together we obtain:
Theorem 2.3 For every formula ϕ there is a formula ϕ0 without graph modifiers
such that ϕ ↔ ϕ0 is valid.
Moreover the above equivalences provide an effective procedure. Therefore
modal logics extended with graph modifiers have the same status as their underlying
‘static’ modal logic w.r.t. completeness and decidability.
7
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3

Local graph modifiers

Our modifiers are global in the sense that they modify the labels at every state and
at every edge. In this section we have a look at local versions. These turn out to
be very powerful.
In this paper we investigate state label modifiers, leaving edge label modifiers
to future work. We note p+ϕloc and p−ϕloc the operators which only modify the
truth value of p in the actual state, and call LlocGML the language resulting from
their addition to LGML .
3.1

Semantics
α

The transition relations M −→ M 0 for local modifiers are defined as follows:
p+ϕ

•

loc
hW, w, R, V i −→
hW 0 , w0 , R0 , V 0 i iff
W 0 = W , w0 = w, R0 = R, w00 ∈ V 0 (q) iff w00 ∈ V (q) for q 6= p or w 6= w00 ,
and w ∈ V 0 (p) iff w ∈ V (p) or w ∈ ||ϕ||M ;

•

loc
hW, w, R, V i −→
hW 0 , w0 , R0 , V 0 i iff
W 0 = W , w0 = w, R0 = R, w00 ∈ V 0 (q) iff w00 ∈ V (q) for q 6= p or w 6= w00 ,
and w ∈ V 0 (p) iff w ∈ V (p) and w 6∈ ||ϕ||M .

p−ϕ

(Remember that the relevant parts of the cases are highlighted by underlining
them.)
Validity of a formula ϕ in locGML is defined as usual.
3.2

Expressivity of locGML

In order to demonstrate the expressive power of local modifiers we give some examples.
(i) We can express that a relation is deterministic: consider the formula ϕa =
[p−>][q−>][U][p+>loc ][a][q+>loc ][U](p → [a]q)
Then for any model M = hW, w, R, V i, M |= ϕa iff R(a) is deterministic.
(ii) We can speak about the converse of relations. Consider the extension of the
language LlocGML with the converse operator, allowing for formulas of the form
[a−1 ]ϕ, where a−1 is interpreted as the converse of a. Then the equivalence
ha−1 iϕ ↔ [p−>][p+>loc ][b−(>, >)][b+(p, ϕ)]hbihaip
is valid if p and b do not occur in ϕ.
(iii) We can speak about the complement of relations. Consider the extension of the
language LlocGML with the complement operator, allowing for formulas of the
form [ā]ϕ, where ā is interpreted as the complement of a. Then the equivalence
hāiϕ ↔ [p−>][p+>loc ][q−>][q+ha−1 ip][b−(>, >)][b+(p, ¬q)]hbiϕ
is valid if p and q do not occur in ϕ.
8
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(iv) We can define graded modal operators. For example ha≥2 iϕ expresses that
there are at least two distinct accessible states where ϕ holds. Then
ha≥2 iϕ ↔ [p−>][p+>loc ]hai(ϕ ∧ [q−>][q+>loc ]hUi(p ∧ hai(ϕ ∧ ¬q)))
is valid if p and q do not occur in ϕ.
(v) We can express that a relation a is irreflexive: for any model M = hW, w, R, V i,
M |= [U][p−>][p+>loc ][a]¬p iff hv, vi 6∈ R(a) for every v ∈ W .
(vi) We can express that a relation a is locally reflexive: for any model M =
hW, w, R, V i, M |= [p − >][p + >loc ]haip iff hw, wi ∈ R(a). This cannot be
reduced to a single formula in propositional modal logic. 10
Just as for global modifiers, we have the following equivalences for local modifiers
w.r.t. state labels, negations and disjunctions.
[p−ϕloc ]q ↔ q

if q 6= p

↔ p ∧ ¬ϕ else
[p+ϕloc ]q ↔ q
↔ p∨ϕ

if q 6= p
else

But it is not possible to formulate reduction axioms for the cases [p−ϕloc ][a]χ and
[p+ϕloc ][a]χ.
Theorem 3.1 The formula ϕ0 = [U][p−>][p+>loc ][a]¬p is not definable in GML.
Proof. This formula ϕ0 exactly characterizes irreflexivity of accessibility relation a
in models (see example (v) in Section 3.2). It is known that irreflexivity cannot be
modally defined in ordinary modal logic with the universal modality. Since GML is
reducible to ordinary modal logic with universal modality, the formula ϕ0 cannot
be definable in GML.
2
Remark 3.2 It can also be shown directly that there are no reduction axioms for
locGML, by showing that there are no reduction axioms for the cases of the local
modifiers. Indeed, consider the formula [p + >loc ][a]p, and suppose there exists a
formula ϕ without graph modifiers such that [p + >loc ][a]p ↔ ϕ is valid. Now
consider the models M1 = h{w}, w, R1 , V1 i and M2 = h{w, w0 }, w, R2 , V2 i such that
R1 (a) = {hw, wi}, R2 (a) = {hw, w0 i, hw0 , w0 i}, and V1 (p) = V2 (p) = ∅. We have
that M1 |= [p+>loc ][a]p. According to our hypothesis we thus must have M1 |= ϕ.
Since M1 and M2 are bisimilar, and ϕ is a formula without graph modifiers we
must also have M2 |= ϕ, and hence M2 |= [p+>loc ][a]p. This is not the case, and
therefore there is no formula without graph modifiers ϕ such that [p+>loc ][a]p ↔ ϕ
is valid. Similarly, it can be proved that there is no formula without modifiers that
is equivalent to [p−>loc ][a]p ↔ ϕ: just change the valuations to V1 (p) = {w} and
V2 (p) = {w, w0 }.
10
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In the next section we show that satisfiability of a formula containing local
modifiers is undecidable. To that end we will reduce satisfiability in hybrid logic
with binder (which is known to be undecidable) to locGML.

4

The relation with hybrid logics

We now investigate the relation between local modifier logic and hybrid logic.

4.1

Hybrid logic with binder

We recall the definition of the hybrid language with binder H(U, @, ↓); for more
details see [1].
Let the sets PROP and REL be as before, and let NOM = {i1 , . . .} (the nominals) and SVAR = {x1 , . . .} (the state variables). The language of H(U, @, ↓) is
defined by the following BNF:
ϕ ::= p | i | x | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | [a]ϕ | [U]ϕ | @i ϕ | @x ϕ | ↓x.ϕ
where p ranges over PROP , a over REL, i over NOM , and x over SVAR.
It is known that the problem of deciding satisfiability of LH(U,@,↓) -formulas is
undecidable.
Models for H(U, @, ↓) are the usual ones for modal logic, i.e. 4-tuples M =
hW, w, R, V i as defined in Section 1, where the valuation V not only maps atoms p
to subsets of W , but also maps nominals i to unique elements of W . An assignment
g for M is a mapping g : SVAR −→ M . Given x ∈ SVAR and w ∈ W , an
x is an x-variant of g iff g x (x) = w and g x (y) = g(y) for all y 6= x.
assignment gw
w
w
Truth of a formula ϕ given a model M = hW, w, R, V i and an assignment g is
defined as follows:
M, g |= p

iff w ∈ V (p)

M, g |= i

iff w = V (i)

M, g |= x

iff w = g(x)

M, g |= [a]ϕ

iff hW, w0 , R, V i, g |= ϕ, for every w0 such that hw, w0 i ∈ R(a)

M, g |= [U]ϕ

iff hW, w0 , R, V i, g |= ϕ, for every w0 ∈ W

M, g |= @i ϕ

iff hW, V (i), R, V i, g |= ϕ

M, g |= @x ϕ

iff hW, g(x), R, V i, g |= ϕ

M, g |= ↓x.ϕ

x |= ϕ
iff hW, g, R, V i, gw

and as usual for the boolean operators.
Validity of a formula ϕ is defined as usual, and is noted |=H(U,@,↓) ϕ.
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4.2

Local graph modifier logic is undecidable

Here is a translation from the language of H(U, @, ↓) into LlocGML . Let ϕ0 be a
given LH(U,@,↓) -formula. We recursively define the following mapping τ on the set
of subformulas of ϕ0 .
τ (p)

=p

τ (i)

= pi

where pi ∈ PROP does not occur in ϕ0

τ (x)

= px

where px ∈ PROP does not occur in ϕ0

τ (¬ϕ)

= ¬τ (ϕ)

τ (ϕ ∨ ψ) = τ (ϕ) ∨ τ (ψ)
τ ([a]ϕ)

= [a]τ (ϕ)

τ ([U]ϕ)

= [U]τ (ϕ)

τ (@i ϕ)

= hUi(pi ∧ τ (ϕ))

τ (@x ϕ) = hUi(px ∧ τ (ϕ))
τ (↓x.ϕ) = [px −>][px +>loc ]τ (ϕ)
We state the following lemma without proof.
Lemma 4.1 Let ϕ0 be a LH(U,@,↓) -formula. Let M = hW, w, R, V i be a H(U, @, ↓)model, and let g be an assignment of variables on M . Let M 0 = hW 0 , w0 , R0 , V 0 i be
a locGML-model corresponding with M and g, in the sense that W 0 = W , w = w0 ,
a = a0 , V 0 (p) = V (p) for every p occurring in ϕ0 , V 0 (pi ) = V (i) for i ∈ NOM , and
V 0 (px ) = g(x) for x ∈ SVAR. Then M, g |= ϕ0 iff M 0 |= τ (ϕ0 ).
Corollary 4.2 The logic locGML is undecidable.
4.3

H(U, @, ↓) contains a fragment of local graph modifier logic

Now we give a translation of the fragment of the language LlocGML without edge
→
modifiers a−(ϕ, ψ) and a+(ϕ, ψ) and without state creators nw and nw, into the
language of hybrid logic with binder.
Given countably infinite sets PROP of state labels, REL of edge labels, and
SVAR of variables, our translation will be parametrized by sequences σ that keep
track of the modifiers that have occurred. Its elements are of the form hp, −ϕi,
hx, p, −ϕi, hp, +ϕi, and hx, p, +ϕi. For example, the first element stores that the
interpretation of p has been globally diminished by that of ϕ, and the last one stores
that at the state g(x), the interpretation of p has been locally augmented by that
of ϕ. The empty such sequence is noted , and concatenation is noted “;”.
Consider the set of LlocGML -formulas which do not contain any occurrence of
edge modifiers or state creators. Here is a translation mapping this fragment into
LH(U,@,↓) . The first 8 cases ‘stack’ the modifiers in the sequence σ, while the last 6
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cases ‘unstack’ the modifiers.
τσ (¬ϕ)

= ¬τσ (ϕ)

τσ (ϕ ∨ ψ)

= τ (ϕ) ∨ τσ (ψ)

τσ ([a]ϕ)

= [a]τσ (ϕ)

τσ ([U]ϕ)

= [U]τσ (ϕ)

τσ ([p+ϕ]ψ)

= τσ;hp,+ϕi (ψ)

τσ ([p+ϕloc ]ψ) = ↓x.τσ;hx,p,+ϕi (ψ)
τσ ([p−ϕ]ψ)

where x is new

= τσ;hp,−ϕi (ψ)

τσ ([p−ϕloc ]ψ) = ↓x.τσ;hx,p,−ϕi (ψ) where x is new
τ (p)

=p

τσ;hp,+ϕi (q)

= τσ (q)
= τσ;hp,−ϕi (q) = τσ;hx,p,+ϕi (q) = τσ;hx,p,−ϕi (q) = τσ;hp,+ϕi (p)
if q 6= p

τσ;hp,+ϕi (p)

= τσ (p) ∨ τσ (ϕ)

τσ;hx,p,+ϕi (p) = τσ (p) ∨ (x ∧ τσ (ϕ))
τσ;hp,−ϕi (p)

= τσ (p) ∧ ¬τσ (ϕ)

τσ;hx,p,−ϕi (p) = τσ (p) ∧ ¬(x ∧ τσ (ϕ))
We can prove now that the two languages have the same expressivity.
Theorem 4.3 Let ϕ0 be a LlocGML -formula that neither contains edge modifiers
nor state creators. Let M = hW, w, R, V i be a H(U, @, ↓)-model (that is also a
locGML-model). Then M |= ϕ0 iff M, g |= τ (ϕ0 ) for every variable assignment g
on M .
Proof. First of all, it will be useful to consider that the models of locGML are
couples hM, gi, where g is an assignment. As g plays no role in the evaluation of
locGML-formulas this can be done without harm; g will be useful to record where
the graph has been modified locally.
Given a model M , an assignment g and a sequence of model modifications σ,
we recursively define a transformation hM, giσ of hM, gi in the following way:
hM, gi
hM, giσ;hp,+ϕi
hM, giσ;hx,p,+ϕi
hM, giσ;hp,−ϕi
hM, giσ;hx,p,−ϕi

=
=
=
=
=

hM, gi
hM 0 , gi,
hM 0 , gi,
hM 0 , gi,
hM 0 , gi,

where
where
where
where

hM 0 , gi
hM 0 , gi
hM 0 , gi
hM 0 , gi

is
is
is
is

as
as
as
as

hM, giσ ,
hM, giσ ,
hM, giσ ,
hM, giσ ,

except
except
except
except

V 0 (p) = V σ (p) ∪ ||ϕ||hM,giσ
V 0 (p) = V σ (p) ∪ (||ϕ||hM,giσ ∩ {g(x)})
V 0 (p) = V σ (p) \ ||ϕ||hM,giσ
V 0 (p) = V σ (p) \ (||ϕ||hM,giσ ∩ {g(x)})

We then prove that for every sequence σ and atom p we have:
hM, giσ |= p iff M, g |= τσ (p)
(by induction on the length of σ). This provides the base case of the next inductive
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proof, which establishes that
hM, giσ |= ϕ0 iff M, g |= τσ (ϕ0 )
for every LlocGML -formula ϕ0 (by induction on the form of ϕ0 ). Then the result
follows because g can be dropped from hM, giσ : we have hM, giσ |= ϕ0 iff M |= ϕ0 .
2
We currently do not know how to translate the full language of locGML into
hybrid logic.

5

Related work

Close in spirit to our work is Renardel de Lavalette’s [8], who studies local state
label assignments of the form p := ϕloc and local edge label assignments of the
form a := αloc , where α is a possibly complex edge label built from the atomic
ones with sequential composition “;”, nondeterministic composition “∪”, and test
“?”. He takes the semantics of Fagin and Vardi [3], which differs from standard
Kripke models. It is for this reason that he obtains reduction axioms for the local
modalities, in particular [p := ϕloc ][a]ψ ↔ [a]ψ for state assignments, and
[b := αloc ][a]ψ ↔ [α]ψ if b = a
↔ [a]ψ else
for edge assignments. These equivalences are due to the particular semantics (in
particular the first one), and are not valid in our locGML.
Node modifiers have been studied by van Ditmarsch et al. [12] in the form of
assignments of the form p := ϕ. These are equivalent to our global state modifiers:
as we have said in Section 1, p := ϕ can be simulated by the sequence q −>; q +
ϕ; p−>; p+q, for some new q not appearing in ϕ; the other way round, p+ϕ can be
simulated by p := p ∨ ϕ, and p−ϕ can be simulated by p := p ∧ ¬ϕ.
Van Benthem and Liu [11] consider what they call preference upgrading, noted
#ϕ, which amounts to removing all edges from ϕ-states to ¬ϕ-states. If REL is a
finite set {a1 , . . . an } then #ϕ corresponds to the subtraction of all edges from ϕto ¬ϕ-states, i.e. to the sequence a1 −(ϕ, ¬ϕ); . . . ; an −(ϕ, ¬ϕ). Van Benthem and
Liu also consider adding all edges from ϕ-states to ¬ϕ-states. Just as Renardel,
they finally discuss more general assignments of complex edge labels to edge labels
using the PDL-operators “;”, “∪”, and “?”, that they call relation-changers. They
point out that reduction axioms exist for all such global modifiers (Fact 12, Section
5.2). As we have said in Section 1, we here can express more general operations
on preference relations, such as “prefer ϕ-worlds over ψ-worlds”, implemented by
a−(ψ, ϕ) followed by a+(ϕ, ψ).
Van Benthem [9] and Loding and Rohde [5] have studied sabotage modal operators a − ∃ which locally delete an arbitrary a-edge. Recasting its semantics in our
terms we get:
•

a−∃

hW, w, R, V i −→ hW 0 , w0 , R0 , V 0 i iff
W 0 = W , there is w0 ∈ W such that hw, w0 i ∈ R(a), R0 = R \ {hw, w0 i}, V 0 = V .
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Their formula [a − ∃]ϕ can be expressed in our framework as:
[a−(here, >)][a+here loc >]hai[a−(there, >)][a+there loc >][a−(here, there)]ϕ
for some fresh labels here and there. The sequence [a − (here, >)][a + here loc >] is
used to ‘mark’ the current node by labelling it with here, and similarly for there.
It therefore comes without surprise that the logic of sabotage modal operators is
undecidable.
Pucella and Weissman [7] have studied the logic of global graph modifiers in
a deontic framework. Adding edges from ϕ- to ψ-worlds to the accessibility relation corresponds to granting permissions, and removing edges from ϕ- to ψ-worlds
corresponds to revoking permissions.

6

Conclusion

We have investigated the logic of graph modifications. We have done this mainly
in terms of two modal connectives. We have studied global modifications, and
have shown that the resulting logic generalizes the logic of public announcements
and assignments. We have then added local modifications: we have shown that the
logic is undecidable, and that its fragment without edge modifiers and state creators
has the same expressivity as hybrid logic with binder.
As we just said, our logic generalizes the logic of public announcements and the
logic of public assignments. While in the preceding logics all labels of a certain kind
are eliminated, the logic of Baltag et al. [2] allows a more fine-grained elimination of
edges depending on their labels, in a way that is specified by a so-called event-model.
We do not know yet how to simulate it with our graph modifiers.
We terminate with a list of open problems.
(i) What is the complexity of model checking?
(ii) Given that satisfiability of locGML-formulas is undecidable, are there fragments
of the language that are decidable? For example, consider the language without
global modifiers, or the language without the universal modality.
(iii) Consider the extension of PLTL by global and local modifiers (or a fragment of
it). Is satisfiability in the resulting logic decidable, and what is the complexity
of the decision problem?
(iv) Is satisfiability of formulas in the class of finite models decidable?
(v) Is satisfiability of formulas with only one atomic action decidable? What about
restrictions to the out-degree of R(a):
• for all w, card(R(a)(w) < 2
• for all w, card(R(a)(w) < k for k ≥ 3
• for all w, card(R(a)(w) < ω
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